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Viriconium M John Harrison
‘Walker is my name and I am the same. Riddley Walker. Walking my riddels where ever theyve took
me and walking them now on this paper the same. There aint that many sir prizes in life if you
take noatis of every thing. Every time will have its happenings out and every place the same.
Thats why I finely come to writing all this down. Thinking on what the idear of us myt be.
Thinking on that thing whats in us lorn and loan and oansome.’ Composed in an English which has
never been spoken and laced with a storytelling tradition that predates the written word,
RIDDLEY WALKER is the world waiting for us at the bitter end of the nuclear road. It is
desolate, dangerous and harrowing, and a modern masterpiece.
John Truck was to outward appearances just another lowlife spaceship captain. But he was also
the last of the Centaurans, or at least half of him was, which meant that he was the only person
who could operate the Centauri Device, a sentient bomb which might hold the key to settling a
vicious space war. M. John Harrison's classic novel turns the conventions of space opera on
their head, and is written with the precision and brilliance for which is famed.
Simon Ings has written a surreal adventure probing the very fabric of existence, tearing it open
to reveal a sometimes horrifying world within. It is a work that will delight any fan of China
Mieville. Only a fool would question the strange magics that maintain the cool haven of the City
of the Iron Fish in the middle of an inferno of scorching heat and splintered rock, for the wellwatered streets of the city hide secrets in their shadows. Thomas Kemp is just such a fool ...
And embarks on a journey that will take him to the limits of reality. It may kill him, worse,
that may not be enough. Especially as it is his only friend, Blythe, who may discover the secret
of the city's isolation.
In M. John Harrison’s dangerously illuminating new novel, three quantum outlaws face a universe
of their own creation, a universe where you make up the rules as you go along and break them
just as fast, where there’s only one thing more mysterious than darkness. In contemporary
London, Michael Kearney is a serial killer on the run from the entity that drives him to kill.
He is seeking escape in a future that doesn’t yet exist—a quantum world that he and his
physicist partner hope to access through a breach of time and space itself. In this future,
Seria Mau Genlicher has already sacrificed her body to merge into the systems of her starship,
the White Cat. But the “inhuman” K-ship captain has gone rogue, pirating the galaxy while
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playing cat and mouse with the authorities who made her what she is. In this future, Ed
Chianese, a drifter and adventurer, has ridden dynaflow ships, run old alien mazes, surfed
stellar envelopes. He “went deep”—and lived to tell about it. Once crazy for life, he’s now just
a twink on New Venusport, addicted to the bizarre alternate realities found in the tanks—and in
debt to all the wrong people. Haunting them all through this maze of menace and mystery is the
shadowy presence of the Shrander—and three enigmatic clues left on the barren surface of an
asteroid under an ocean of light known as the Kefahuchi Tract: a deserted spaceship, a pair of
bone dice, and a human skeleton. Praise for Light “Uproarious, breath-taking, exhilarating . . .
This is a novel of full spectrum literary dominance. . . . It is a work of—and about—the highest
order.”—Guardian “An increasingly complex and dazzling narrative . . . Light depicts its author
as a wit, an awesomely fluent and versatile prose stylist, and an SF thinker as dedicated to
probing beneath surfaces as William Gibson is to describing how the world looks when reflected
in them. . . . SF fans and skeptics alike are advised to head towards this Light.”—Independent
“Light is a literary singularity: at one and the same time a grim, gaudy space opera that
respects the physics, and a contemporary novel that unflinchingly revisits the choices that warp
a life. It’s almost unbearably good.”—Ken MacLeod, author of Engine City
Travel Arrangements
The Dancers at the End of Time
City of the Iron Fish
Nova Swing
The Ice Monkey and Other Stories

Fourteen stories - including "Radiant Green Star", winner of the 2001 Locus Award for
Best Novella - make up this classic collection. Leading off the book is the Nebula Awardwinning title story, in which a poor Honduran hunter is coerced into tracking the
forbidden "Black Jaguar of Barrio Carolina." Futuristic war, menacing wind spirits,
parallel worlds, a six-thousand-foot dragon: this collection proves that Shepard is
neither genre fantasist not strict realist, but one of the most intriguing writers we
have today.
Presents a collection of fantasy tales about the decayed and decadent city of Viriconium
Years after Ed Chianese's trip into the Kefahuchi Tract, the Tract begins to expand and
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change, with pieces falling to Earth and transforming the landscape with strange
artifacts and organisms that threaten surrounding areas.
Years after Ed Chianese’s fateful trip into the Kefahuchi Tract, the tract has begun to
expand and change in ways we never could have predicted—and, even more terrifying, parts
of it have actually begun to fall to Earth, transforming the landscapes they encounter.
Not far from Moneytown, in a neighborhood of underground clubs, body-modification chop
shops, adolescent contract killers, and sexy streetwalking Monas, you’ll find the Saudade
Event Site: a zone of strange geography, twisted physics, and frightening psychic
onslaughts—not to mention the black and white cats that come pouring out at irregular
intervals. Vic Serotonin is a “travel agent” into and out of Saudade. His latest client
is a woman who’s nearly as unpredictable as the site itself—and maybe just as dangerous.
She wants a tour just as a troubling new class of biological artifacts are leaving the
site—living algorithms that are transforming the world outside in inexplicable and
unsettling ways. Shadowed by a metaphysically inclined detective determined to shut his
illegal operation down, Vic must make sense of a universe rapidly veering toward a
virulent and viral form of chaos…and a humanity almost lost.
Climbers
The Sunken Land Begins to Rise Again
The Course of the Heart
You Should Come With Me Now
Light
John M. Harrison delivers an extraordinary, genre-bending novel that weaves together mythology, sexuality, and the troubled past and present
of Eastern Europe. It begins on a hot May night, when three Cambridge students carry out a ritualistic act that changes their lives. Years later,
none of the participants can remember what exactly transpired; but their clouded memories can't rid them of an overwhelming sense of dread.
Pam Stuyvesant is an epileptic haunted by strange sensual visions. Her husband Lucas believes that a dwarfish creature is stalking him. Selfstyled Sorcerer Yaxley becomes obsessed with a terrifyingly transcendent reality. The seemingly least effected participant in the ritual (who is
haunted by the smell of roses) attempts to help his friends escape the torment that has engulfed their lives. Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night
Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF,
alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and
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horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a diverse group of
authors.
Swirling between eras and continents, Mortal Love is an intense novel of unforgettable characters caught in a whirlwind of art, love, and
intrigue. Mercurial Larkin Meade may hold the key to lost artistic masterpieces, and to secrets too devastating to imagine. Is there an undying
moment? An immortal muse? Is there ... an angel of death? Cover illustration by Lindsay Carr.
On a hot May night, three Cambridge students carry out a ritualistic act that changes their lives. Years later, none of the participants can
remember what exactly transpired, but their clouded memories can't rid them of an overwhelming sense of dread.
Worlds Apart: Worldbuilding in Fantasy and Science Fiction is the fifth Call for Papers of Academia Lunare, the non-fiction arm of Luna Press
Publishing. The papers focus on the theme of worldbuilding in fantasy and science fiction, in all its forms, in different media. Featuring papers
from Ricardo Victoria-Uribe and Martha Elba González- Alcaraz, Allen Stroud, Sarah McPherson, Sébastien Doubinsky, Cheryl Morgan,
Peter Garrett, Eugen Bacon, Octavia Cade, Enrico Spadaro, Tatiana Fajardo, Claire Burgess, Ellen Forget, Kevin Cooney, Jyrki Korpua,
Rachel Jones.
Empty Space
The Machine in Shaft Ten, and Other Stories
Worlds Apart
The Wild Road
The Etched City
'What follows, then, is the story of Jherek Carnelian, who did not know the meaning of morality, and Mrs Amelia
Underwood, who knew everything about it.' In a decaying far, far future, where everything and anything is
possible, the citizens of the End of Time while away their days in an exuberance of wild parties, outlandish
competitions and emotionless affairs. At the world's end, all love is timeless and all age-old disputes irrelevant.
However Jherek Carnelian, a bemused denizen of the End of Time, is in danger of taking reality too seriously,
and grows tired of his pleasures. So when love mysteriously blooms between Mrs Amelia Underwood,
transported unwillingly from the nineteenth century, and Carnelian, only one question matters. Is his love true,
or is it just another attempt to stave off the boredom that ultimate power and the End of Time bring? Contains
An Alien Heat, The Hollow Lands and The End of All Songs
“Combine equal parts of Stephen King’s Dark Tower series and Chine Miéville’s Perdido Street Station, throw in
a dash of Aubrey BeardsleyandJ.K. Huysmans, and you’ll get some idea of this disturbing, decadent first
novel.”—Publishers Weekly Gwynn and Raule are rebels on the run, with little in common except being on the
losing side of a hard-fought war. Gwynn is a gunslinger from the north, a loner, a survivor . . . a killer. Raule is a
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wandering surgeon, a healer who still believes in just—and lost—causes. Bound by a desire to escape the ghosts
of the past, together they flee to the teeming city of Ashamoil, where Raule plies her trade among the desperate
and destitute, and Gwynn becomes bodyguard and assassin for the household of a corrupt magnate. There, in the
saving and taking of lives, they find themselves immersed in a world where art infects life, dream and waking
fuse, and splendid and frightening miracles begin to bloom . . . “The plot, with its stories-within-stories and its
offhand descriptions of wonders and prodigies, brings to mind the works of Italo Calvino and Jorge Luis
Borges.”—Locus
A magnificent city existing on the ringes of the past, and on the brink of destruction, Viriconium • With a
foreword by Neil Gaiman Available to American readers for the first time, this landmark collection gathers four
groundbreaking fantasy classics from the acclaimed author of Light. Set in the imagined city of Viriconium, here
are the masterworks that revolutionized a genre and enthralled a generation of readers: The Pastel City, A Storm
of Wings, In Viriconium, and Viriconium Nights. Back in print after a long absence, these singular tales of a
timeless realm and its enigmatic inhabitants are now reborn and compiled to captivate a whole new generation.
Praise for M. John Harrison’s Viriconium “The world that Harrison depicts is intricate and authentic, peopled
with a multitude of strange yet lifelike characters—a combination which serves to make his richly imagined
empire of Viriconium feel very real indeed. . . . This omnibus collection from the author of Light is canon-reading
for those who wish to know the genre's roots, as well as the heights, to which it can aspire.”—Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “Brilliant, beautiful, and absolutely essential reading. The breadth of vision and imagination
alone in these books is unparalleled. It is truly one of a kind and will continue to haunt you in the best possible
way for years.”—Jonathan Carroll, author of White Apples “Harrison’s Viriconium sequence is the jewel in the
crown of 20th-century fantasy, a work that proves irrefutably that fantastic literature can be Art with a capital A,
holding its own alongside the very finest writing of our time, or any other.”—Elizabeth Hand, author of Mortal
Love “M. John Harrison is a true master of English prose. He possesses the eye of a painter, the ear of a bard,
and a rigorous and playful intellect. The Viriconium novels and stories are infused with a haunting genius that
never falters.”—K.J. Bishop, author of The Etched City
Throughout his career, M. John Harrison’s writing has defied categorisation, building worlds both unreal and alltoo real, overlapping and interlocking with each other. His stories are replete with fissures and portals into
parallel dimensions, unidentified countries and lost lands. But more important than the places they point to are
the obsessions that drive the people who so believe in them, characters who spend their lives hunting for, and
haunted by, clues and maps that speak to the possibility of somewhere else. This selection of stories, drawn from
over 50 years of writing, bears witness to that desire for difference: whether following backstreet occultists,
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amateur philosophers, down-and-outs or refugees, we see our relationship with ‘the other’ in microscopic detail,
and share in Harrison’s rejection of the idea that the world, or our understanding of it, could ever be settled.
Stories of Ghosts
Viriconium Nights
A Haunting
Caballeros de Viriconium
Doe Lea
From Lovecraft to Borges to Gaiman, a century of intrepid literary experimentation has created a
corpus of dark and strange stories that transcend all known genre boundaries. Together these
stories form The Weird, and its practitioners include some of the greatest names in twentieth
and twenty-first century literature. Exotic and esoteric, The Weird plunges you into dark
domains and brings you face to face with surreal monstrosities. You won't find any elves or
wizards here...but you will find the biggest, boldest, and downright most peculiar stories from
the last hundred years bound together in the biggest Weird collection ever assembled. The Weird
features 110 stories by an all-star cast, from literary legends to international bestsellers to
Booker Prize winners: including William Gibson, George R. R. Martin, Stephen King, Angela
Carter, Kelly Link, Franz Kafka, China Miéville, Clive Barker, Haruki Murakami, M. R. James,
Neil Gaiman, Mervyn Peake, and Michael Chabon. The Weird is the winner of the 2012 World Fantasy
Award for Best Anthology At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In a world at war, the Dream Archipelago is a neutral zone, and therefore an alluring prospect
to the young men on both sides of the conflict. In this interlinked collection of short stories
and novellas, Christopher Priest explores war, relationships and forms of reality. Each tale is
a truimph of quiet, steady craftsmanship, a model of ingenious design and subtle implication,
and as a group they further enrich each other by interlocking cleverly, symmetrically and
sometimes sinisterly. Christopher Priest is a genre-leading author of SFF fiction. His novel,
THE PRESTIGE, won a number of awards and was adapted into a critically acclaimed, Oscarnominated film directed by Christopher Nolan (TENET, INCEPTION) starring Hugh Jackman (THE
GREATEST SHOWMAN, X-MEN), Christian Bale (THE BIG SHORT, BATMAN BEGINS), Michael Caine (THE
ITALIAN JOB) and Scarlett Johansson (MARRIAGE STORY, THE AVENGERS).
Set in the near future and inspired by the captivating myth of the warrior queen Califia, this
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brilliantly inventive novel tells the story of a small, peaceful community of women tucked away
in a world gone mad. Only the elders of the Valley remember life the way it used to be…when
people traveled in automobiles and bought food others had grown. When the male-to-female ratio
was nearly the same. Before the bombs fell, and a deadly virus claimed the world’s men. Now
civilization’s few surviving males are guarded by women warriors like Dian. When an unexpected
convoy of strangers rides into her village, it is Dian who meets them, ready to do battle. To
her surprise, the visitors come in peace and bear a priceless gift, whose arrival is greeted
with as much suspicion as delight. It is up to Dian to discover their motive, in a journey that
will cost her far more than she ever imagined, a journey from which she may never return.
EMPTY SPACE is a space adventure. We begin with the following dream: An alien research tool the
size of a brown dwarf star hangs in the middle of nowhere, as a result of an attempt to place it
equidistant from everything else in every possible universe. Somewhere in the fractal labyrinth
beneath its surface, a woman lies on an allotropic carbon deck, a white paste of nanomachines
oozing from the corner of her mouth. She is neither conscious nor unconscious, dead nor alive.
There is something wrong with her cheekbones. At first you think she is changing from one thing
into another - perhaps it's a cat, perhaps it's something that only looks like one - then you
see that she is actually trying to be both things at once. She is waiting for you, she has been
waiting for you for perhaps 10,000 years. She comes from the past, she comes from the future.
She is about to speak... EMPTY SPACE is a sequel to LIGHT and NOVA SWING, three strands
presented in alternating chapters which will work their way separately back to this image of
frozen transformation.
Califia's Daughters
White Apples
The Dream Archipelago
The Weird
Winner of the Goldsmiths Prize 2020
The first volume of an epic space opera trilogy featuring the gunrunner empress Hail Bristol, who
must navigate alien politics and deadly plots to prevent an interspecies war. Hail Bristol: former
runaway princeess, interplanetary gunrunner, Empress of Indrana. When the Empire's closest ally
asks her to intervene in a galactic military crisis, she embarks on the highest stakes diplomatic
mission Indrana has ever faced. Caught between two powerful alien civilizations at each other's
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throats, Hail has one chance to make peace, before all of humanity becomes collateral damage in a
full-blown galactic war. There Before the Chaos begins a fresh, pulse-pounding space opera series
from an exciting new voice in science fiction. For more from K. B. Wagers, check out: The Indranan
WarBehind the ThroneAfter the CrownBeyond the Empire
M. John Harrison is a cartographer of the liminal. His work sits at the boundaries between genres –
horror and science fiction, fantasy and travel writing – just as his characters occupy the no man’s
land between the spatial and the spiritual. Here, in his first collection of short fiction for over 15
years, we see the master of the New Wave present unsettling visions of contemporary urban Britain,
as well as supernatural parodies of the wider, political landscape. From gelatinous aliens taking over
the world’s financial capitals, to the middle-aged man escaping the pressures of fatherhood by going
missing in his own house… these are weird stories for weird times. ‘M. John Harrison’s slippery,
subversive stories mix the eerie and familiar into beguiling, alarming marvels. No one writes quite
like him; no one I can think of writes such flawless sentences, or uses them to such disorientating
effect.’ – Olivia Laing, author of The Lonely City ‘These stories map a rediscovered fictional
hinterland, one tucked behind the glossier edifices of modernity and genre with views down
alleyways into pubs and flats where Patrick Hamilton glares balefully at J. G. Ballard.’ – Will Eaves,
author of This is Paradise ‘M. John Harrison moves elegantly, passionately, from genre to genre, his
prose lucent and wise, his stories published as SF or as fantasy, as horror or as mainstream fiction.
In each playing field, he wins awards, and makes it look so easy. His prose is deceptively simple,
each word considered and placed where it can sink deepest and do the most damage.’ – Neil Gaiman,
author of American Gods ‘With an austere and deeply moving humanism, M. John Harrison proves
what only those crippled by respectability still doubt – that science fiction can be literature, of the
very greatest kind.’ – China Miéville, author of Perdido Street Station
*WINNER OF THE GOLDSMITHS PRIZE 2020* *A New Statesman Book of the Year* 'A mesmerising,
mysterious book . . . Haunting. Worrying. Beautiful' Russell T. Davis 'Brilliantly unsettling' Olivia
Laing 'A magificent book' Neil Gaiman 'An extraordinary experience' William Gibson Winner of the
Goldsmiths Prize 2020, this is fiction that pushes the boundaries of the novel form. Shaw had a
breakdown, but he's getting himself back together. He has a single room, a job on a decaying London
barge, and an on-off affair with a doctor's daughter called Victoria, who claims to have seen her first
corpse at age thirteen. It's not ideal, but it's a life. Or it would be if Shaw hadn't got himself involved
in a conspiracy theory that, on dark nights by the river, seems less and less theoretical... Meanwhile,
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Victoria is up in the Midlands, renovating her dead mother's house, trying to make new friends. But
what, exactly, happened to her mother? Why has the local waitress disappeared into a shallow pool
in a field behind the house? And why is the town so obsessed with that old Victorian morality tale,
The Water Babies? As Shaw and Victoria struggle to maintain their relationship, the sunken lands are
rising up again, unnoticed in the shadows around them.
One of M. John Harrison's most acclaimed novels in a career of near universal acclaim, CLIMBERS is,
perhaps, the least fantastical of his novels. Yet it carries life-changing moments, descriptions of
landscape bordering on the hallucinogenic and flights of pure fictive power that leave any notion of
the divide between realistic and unrealistic fiction far behind. First published in 1989, CLIMBERS has
remained a strong favourite with fans and reviewers alike. A young man seeks to get a grip on his life
by taking up rock-climbing. He hopes that by engaging with the hard realities of the rock and the fall
he can grasp what is important about life. But as he is drawn into the obsessive world of climbing he
learns that taking things to the edge comes with its own price. Retreating from his failed marriage to
Pauline, Mike leaves London for the Yorkshire moors, where he meets Normal and his entourage,
busy pursuing their own dreams of escape. Travelling from crag to crag throughout the country, they
are searching for the unattainable: the perfect climb. Through rock-climbing, Mike discovers an
intensity of experience - a wash of pain, fear and excitement - that obliterates the rest of his world.
Increasingly addicted to the adrenaline, folklore and camaraderie of the sport, he finds, for a time, a
genuine escape. But it is gained at a price... This dark, witty and poetic novel is full of the rugged
beauty of nature, of the human drive to test oneself against extremes, and of the elation such escape
can bring.
Short Stories
Mortal Love
The Committed Men
The Jaguar Hunter
There Before the Chaos

Cally O'Neal has spent her life becoming an incomparable assassin, but as she ventures out of the world of
shadow identities and murder-for-hire in order to reclaim her life, her former employers and old enemies try to
stop her.
This eerie and visually arresting tale is set in the grotesque city of Uroconium, where Ardwick Crome dreams of
a strange ritual from his childhood. The women of his
village pursue a "lamb"; to eat a pie made from its head is
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considered good luck. But in his dream, the living animal itself is offered to Ardwick Crome, and the gift's
significance makes it too dangerous to accept...
Vincent Ettrich, a genial philanderer, discovers he has died and come back to life, but he has no idea why, or
what the experience was like. Pushed and prodded by strange omens and stranger persons, he gradually
learns that he was brought back by his one true love, Isabelle, because she is pregnant with their child-a child
who, if raised correctly, will play a crucial role in saving the universe. But to be brought up right, he must be
educated in part by his father. Specifically, he must be taught what Vincent learned on the other side-if only
Vincent can remember it. On a father's love and struggle may depend the future of everything that is. By turns
quirky, romantic, awesome, and irresistible, White Apples is a tale of love, fatherhood, death, and life that will
leave you seeing the world with new eyes. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
One of M. John Harrison's most acclaimed novels in a career of near universal acclaim, CLIMBERS is, perhaps,
the least fantastical of his novels. Yet it carries life-changing moments, descriptions of landscape bordering on
the hallucinogenic and flights of pure fictive power that leave any notion of the divide between realistic and
unrealistic fiction far behind. First published in 1989, CLIMBERS has remained a strong favourite with fans and
reviewers alike. A young man seeks to get a grip on his life by taking up rock-climbing. He hopes that by
engaging with the hard realities of the rock and the fall he can grasp what is important about life. But as he is
drawn into the obsessive world of climbing he learns that taking things to the edge comes with its own price.
Retreating from his failed marriage to Pauline, Mike leaves London for the Yorkshire moors, where he meets
Normal and his entourage, busy pursuing their own dreams of escape. Travelling from crag to crag throughout
the country, they are searching for the unattainable: the perfect climb. Through rock-climbing, Mike discovers
an intensity of experience - a wash of pain, fear and excitement - that obliterates the rest of his world.
Increasingly addicted to the adrenaline, folklore and camaraderie of the sport, he finds, for a time, a genuine
escape. But it is gained at a price... This dark, witty and poetic novel is full of the rugged beauty of nature, of the
human drive to test oneself against extremes, and of the elation such escape can bring. CLIMBERS was
featured on BBC Radio 4's A GOOD READ in February 2021. Poet Helen Mort called it "a poetic portrait of the
strange and fascinating, very niche world of rock climbing" and Harriett Gilbert called the writing "like prose
poetry, it's beautiful."
Riddley Walker
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A Novel
Cally's War
A Compendium of Strange and Dark Stories
Worldbuilding in Fantasy and Science Fiction
Listed by the Guardian as one of the top 100 science fiction books of the 21st century. On the
barren surface of an asteroid, located deep in the galaxy beneath the unbearable light of the
Kefahuchi Tract, lie three objects: an abandoned spacecraft, a pair of bone dice covered with
strange symbols, and a human skeleton. What they are and what they mean are the mysteries
explored and unwrapped in LIGHT, M. John Harrison's triumphant novel.
ViriconiumSpectra
'Like all good literature, Harrison's stories are worth reading again and again; the more you
read, the more you understand.' Iain M. Banks Over the last thirty years, M. John Harrison has
been inspiring readers and writers alike across the world. His return to science fiction in 2002
with the magnificent space opera LIGHT was a monumental triumph, shortlisted for every major
award in the genre. He combines brilliant storytelling with complex plots and evocative,
mesmerising writing. THINGS THAT NEVER HAPPEN is M. John Harrison's definitive collection of
short fiction, twenty-four dazzling stories of science fiction and fantasy; the perfect
introduction to one of Britain's most brilliant writers.
'Absolutely magical ... Always intriguing' Richard Adams author of Watership Down. Behind the
realm of man lie the wild roads. Weaving through time and space, these hidden pathways carry the
natural energies – the spirits, the dreams – of the world. No creature can slip into the shadows
and travel the wild roads better than the cat. For millennia, cats have patrolled the tangled
paths, maintaining balance and order, guarding against corruption and chaos. It is dangerous
territory: for those who control the wild roads hold the keys to the world. Amid a struggle
between the purest good and the darkest evil, here are tales of duty and destiny, of courage and
comradeship among the extraordinary creatures who brave the wild roads... Secure in a world of
privilege and safety, Tag is happy with life as a house cat – until the dreams begin. Hazy
dreams of strange pathways, of a mission he must undertake and of a terrible responsibility he
will bear. Armed with the cryptic message, Tag must bring the King and Queen of cats to Tintagel
before the spring equinox. Meanwhile, a man known only as the Alchemist doggedly hunts the Queen
for his own ghastly ends. And if the Alchemist captures her, the world will never be safe
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again...
Signs of Life
Settling the World
The Luck in the Head
Things that Never Happen
The Centauri Device
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